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Kairos Program Operating Guidelines to Restart the Programs 
Updated 11/3/2021 

 
We hope this document helps address specific team formation scenarios and questions for each program.  The first 
section applies to all programs. Follow the Program Manual. Attachments are used for items as noted.  All documents 
are on MyKairos.org/downloads – top of page COVID-19 documents. http://www.mykairos.org/downloads.html 
 

I. Overview Direction: 

Remember all volunteers follow the state, local and CDC guidelines for attending events or exposure with Covid.  

For all programs, if the planned Weekend Leader cannot fulfill the role and it is weeks before the Weekend and team 
formation has not occurred, it is recommended to submit for a variance for a repeat leader.  If last minute issue than per 
the program manual, the current team’s Advising Leader steps in as Weekend Leader.  It is not recommended you move 
the Observing Leader forward in any circumstance as that creates multiple variances and harms the leadership track for 
the future.   A variance for a repeat leader is a better answer in this case and more likely to be approved.    

Variances will be required for repeat leaders or leadership changes as normal.  The Advisory Council sends variance 
request email through State Chair to the CEO as usual.  Turn around will be within a day or two.  

Universal AKT Variance: 

AKT variance: “To address the Weekend Leaders Advanced Kairos Training attendance more than two years ago, if 
the Weekend Leader attended an AKT and could not lead due to COVID cancellations, then the Weekend Leader is 
approved through June 2022 if they attend the AKT refresher.  If more than 4 years since AKT then it is required they 
reattend.  If held Weekends, then everyone will be required to go to AKT as normal and if training was over 24 
months ago.” 

We consider everyone had their one (1) off related to the 3 on 1 off policy.  Be sure to plan ahead to stagger the one off 
for everyone in the future as this rule becomes effective again on January 1, 2022. 

Kairos Inside, Kairos Outside, and Kairos Torch Advisory Councils should be focused on Continuing Ministry.  With most 
facilities reopening with limited number of volunteers it’s a great time to get Prayer and Share along with Reunions 
going for Kairos Inside, and Reunions for Kairos Torch.  Remember many Chaplains may forget about these elements and 
only be thinking large group of volunteers.  Do not miss the opportunity to get the full program working well. 

For Kairos Inside, once the facility opens, and you have a Weekend date, please get Prayer and Share operating as soon 
as possible and get Monthly Reunions scheduled. The Prison Liaison should communicate with the facility related to 
opportunities to reengage with the graduates as well as scheduling the start-up of the program Weekend and 
Continuing Ministry.  Also, they should be asking if any new rules in place at the facility. 

For Kairos Torch, once the facility opens, and you have a Weekend date, please resume mentoring, reunions, and studies 
as defined in the program manual.  The Prison Liaison should communicate with the facility related to mentoring and 
schedules, along with any new safety rules for the facility. 

For Kairos Outside, the group can establish Weekend dates and encourage small SWAP groups to resume meeting in 
person as allowed.  Remember these SWAP meetings can take place already via ZOOM or other virtual gatherings.  
Reunions should be in person.  Stay in touch with the previous Guests and the potential Guests.  It’s a great time to 
promote Kairos Outside and line up Guests for the future. 

If the DOC/DJJ limits the number of volunteers who can go into the facility remember you should change the number of 
Participants and number of tables accordingly as per the program manual.  Kairos minimums still apply and will not be 
altered.  Kairos Inside page 88.  Kairos Torch page 53.  For Kairos Outside, the minimum for Guests is listed on page 21 # 
10 and page 52 gives the ideal number of team members. No program changes may be made.  

http://www.mykairos.org/downloads.html
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II. Weekend Information: 
 
Team Formation meetings should be according to the manual and start from the beginning inclusive of all Team 
Formation hours. Any other scenarios require a variance. 
 
Every Weekend that is rescheduled, has a Weekend Leader or team change will need to make an update in EZRA! EZRA 
guidelines are attached for changing Weekend dates, and/or Weekend Leader changes.  Regional coaches have been 
trained to help by state.  Weekend date changes and coaches’ contact are on attached document and 
www.KairosEZRA.com and http://www.mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/EZRASuperEasySteps_RescheduledWeekend.pdf 
 

1. Observing Leader can’t serve on new Weekend dates and need a new Weekend Leader 
a. Best scenario:  A repeat leader steps up to be Weekend Leader (who has been to AKT within 4 years) 

and attends AKT refresher.  This doesn’t interfere with Leadership Track.  (requires variance) A new 
Observing Leader is selected and if possible, attends AKT before the Weekend takes place. 

 
III.  Other Program Questions 

 
1. Weekend Leader has not been to AKT.  What can we do? 

a. The Weekend Leader must go to AKT before the Weekend… and they should have gone before serving 
as the Observing Leader, so this should not be an issue.  

2. If the Weekend was postponed, will it have the same # or get a new #? 
a. Same Weekend number use same copy of EZRA (even if a different Leader). Always in sequence without 

skipping number.  See EZRA Super Easy Steps document attached or on www.KairosEZRA.com or posted 
at http://www.mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/EZRASuperEasySteps_RescheduledWeekend.pdf 

3. Can we do Virtual Team meetings in 2022?   
a. All team formation meeting should be in person going forward as if can meet to do a Weekend then 

meet to plan and do team formation.  All according to program manual. 
4. Are there Kairos safety rules we should follow that helps protect our safety and those of others?  

a. Every volunteer is required to sign and follow the Kairos Health document found attached or at 
http://www.mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/Health%20Requirements%20After%20COVID-19.docx 

b. In addition, every volunteer must follow the guidelines of their State and CDC rules including not 
attending if exposed, masks, etc. during team formation meetings and all Kairos gatherings.  Find space 
to spread the team out and practice distancing.  

c. For those going into the Correctional Facilities, the volunteer must always follow the Correctional 
Facilities rules and safety precautions. Some Correctional Facilities will require masks and gloves.   Kairos 
requires masks for all meetings and in the facilities if they allow them.  See Kairos Inside and Kairos 
Torch Health & Safety Guidelines on MyKairos.org 
http://www.mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/Kairos%20Inside%20Health%20and%20Safety%20Guidelines.docx 
http://www.mykairos.org/cdocs/kpmi/Kairos%20Torch%20Health%20and%20Safety%20Guidelines.docx 

d. Kairos Outside Health & Safety Guidelines will also be followed, covering special cleaning, and handling 
facilities.  See on MyKairos.org 
http://www.mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/Kairos%20Outside%20Health%20and%20Safety%20Guidelines.docx 

e. It is assumed that physical touching and hugs will be limited for the foreseeable future when people are 
together.  Practice physical distancing as best we can. 

 
5. What supplies, if any, should we recommend be added to the inventory lists for the Weekends to keep down 

the risk? 
a. Make sure you check with your institution to determine what if any new regulations have been put in 

place regarding COVID and physical distancing.  They may require you to wear mask or require proof of 

http://www.kairosezra.com/
http://www.mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/EZRASuperEasySteps_RescheduledWeekend.pdf
http://www.kairosezra.com/
http://www.mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/EZRASuperEasySteps_RescheduledWeekend.pdf
http://www.mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/Health%20Requirements%20After%20COVID-19.docx
http://www.mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/Kairos%20Inside%20Health%20and%20Safety%20Guidelines.docx
http://www.mykairos.org/cdocs/kpmi/Kairos%20Torch%20Health%20and%20Safety%20Guidelines.docx
http://www.mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/Kairos%20Outside%20Health%20and%20Safety%20Guidelines.docx
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vaccination. Honor their guidelines and add items to your inventory as necessary to meet those 
guidelines. 

b. Cleaners, wipes, hand sanitizer, disposable gloves and masks should be kept in supply. 
c. Gloves when cleaning and when preparing and serving food should not be optional. 
d. Keep pens, markers, and other items for individual use.  Don’t share tools. 
e. See Health & Safety guidelines for each program at http://www.mykairos.org/downloads.html 

 
IV.  Kairos Inside and Kairos Torch Specific Questions 

1. What if the correctional facility doesn’t allow us to bring in food or cookies/snacks now? 
a. You don’t bring in food and have the weekend anyway.  We do Weekends frequently without food.  

While food is desired and we strive to get it back, we may have short term compromises.  Ask about 
drinks for the tables, snacks, and how to handle meals.  The issue is – how do inmates eat and how does 
team eat along with time impacts of each option?  

i. can you eat with them in the dining hall (good option)?  
ii. will the Correctional Facility bring food to the room we are in so we can all eat together (good 

option)? 
iii. can Kairos bring in food for the team to eat while the Participants go to the chow hall (least 

desired option)? 
b. Cookies/snacks – ask if can bring prepackaged in for use; or ask about options. 

2. What if the Correctional Facility won’t allow closing guests now? 
a. You have closing without guests.  Invite the chaplain and the warden to attend.  Ask if graduates can 

attend.  Try to get guests allowed at a later time. 
3. Due to visitation on the Weekend or Correctional Officers concerns, they want us to change to a weekday 

format. Can we? 
a. Yes, there are no rules that Kairos must be done Thursday to Sunday, just in 3.5 continuous days for 

Kairos Inside or 2.5 continuous days for Kairos Torch.  EZRA already has a Day 1,2,3 format. 
4. If Correctional Facility limits the number of outside volunteers who can go in to do a Weekend can we use 

Kairos Graduates to make up the difference? 
a. Yes and no.  Graduates cannot sit at a family table, give a talk or meditation, lead music, do spiritual 

counselling or have one of the “head’ positions (Chapel, Servant, Music, etc.) since they can’t have 
authority over other inmates.  They can be used in all the inside support positions to make up for 
volunteers you may have lost as long as a team member is in charge, and supervises each group, such as 
Agape, the Chapel, the table servers, or the kitchen.  However, the table on page 88 must be followed as 
volunteer minimums. 

5. The inmates have not been able to visit with their families due to the virus, no one wants to come to Kairos 
because they must give up their visits to attend the Weekend.  Can we allow them to leave for visits and come 
back to the Weekend? 

a. No, our standard guidelines apply.  We expect that the Correctional Facilities will reinstitute visitation 
before they allow us to go into the institution and conduct weekends.  Most facilities have allowed 
virtual visitation so the families have connected. 

6. If the Correctional Facility limits the number of team members allowed in, what do we do? 
a. You treat it just as if the team only had that number of members. Family tables must be reduced to 

match the chart in the Program Manual.  
b. For Kairos Inside: If the institution restricts you to 10 volunteers you can’t do a weekend.  Anything 

under 18 volunteers would require a variance.   
c. Start with Prayer and Share/Reunions which requires less people. 
d. For Kairos Torch call the office to discuss options. 

7. The Correctional Facility says we can do a Weekend in a month.  What is the minimum of team meetings we 
have to complete before going in? 

a. All team formation hours should be done – change your meeting times to get the hours and topics in. 

http://www.mykairos.org/downloads.html
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Remember, it isn’t number of meetings, it is number of hours of training. You must complete the required 
number of team formation meetings for your program.  This ensures your team will bond, and that everyone 
will be well trained. Consider doing an overnight training.  See alternative ways to accomplish team 
formation hours document which outlines some other options for completing team formation training hours 
http://www.mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/Alternative%20Ways%20to%20Team%20Formation%20Hours.docx 

8. The Correctional Facility doesn’t want us to be in there after 6 pm (or some time in evening) shift change due 
to even shorter staff numbers since some have been diagnosed with COVID and aren’t back to work? 

a. Contact KPMI for discussion for specifics.  A lot of ifs.  Can you go early on Thursday?  Can you go in 
Wed? We can normally help rearrange the schedule without removing any element of the program in 
certain situations.   

b. There are times when we have to say no that is too few hours and we will not compromise the program. 
9. The Correctional Facility wants us to do a Weekend, but it would put it 3 months away from the next Weekend   

a. If you can do the Kairos Weekend properly this is not an issue.  Three months between is ok for 
Weekends, and we should be doing Continuing Ministry also. 

b. For Kairos Torch, time to do the full mentoring would be a concern if the Weekends are too close 
together. 

10. The Correctional Facility won’t allow us to have Weekends yet, what do we do? 
a. Having the Weekend is important, but until you are able to do concentrate on the Continuing Ministry.  

Prayer and Share should have been happening while we were absent from the Correctional Facility.  If 
that wasn’t happening, please concentrate on implementing Prayer and Share, making sure it is done 
properly, because inmates can be doing that without volunteers.  Go to Continuing Ministry training. 

b. Focus on setting up an Inside Council using Graduates, so they are helping to conduct the reunions and 
ensuring formal and informal Prayer & Share taking place regularly. 

c. Recruit for the future and raise funds.  Reach out to inactive volunteers and get them involved again 
either in volunteering or in giving to support our work. 

d. Send in videos or support items to help encourage them.  Hold prayer times in parking lot of facility or at 
a church.  Send in Kairos Outside posters to get Guests.  Send in Agape to hang on walls. 

e. See FPP variances  https://mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/Kairos%20FPP%20Variances%20for%20COVID-
19%20Time.pdf 

f. Attend trainings and gather to build a stronger local community, including inviting inactive volunteers 
and potential volunteers. 
 

V. Kairos Torch specific 
1. If the Participants will only be at the facility for a short time when we get back in, do we start where we left off 

and not graduate them from mentoring or skip to a finishing point so they can receive their certificate of 
completion? 

a. This should be handled on a case by case basis.  Do whatever you can to finish as much of the Mentor’s 
Guide as possible with the youth and review the short mentoring track in the manual.  

2. If youth that were going to be on the Weekend that was postponed only have a few weeks left in the facility, 
can they still participate once we get back into the facility? 

a. Yes, put them on a short mentoring track as shown in the manual.  One again, these situations should be 
handed on a case by case basis. 
 

VI. Kairos Outside specific 
a. Will Kairos Outside be allowed to hold Weekends or start back up if the Correctional Facilities remain 

closed? 
i. Absolutely!  Kairos Outside should be gaining Guests from many sources and not only from 

inside facilities.  Kairos Outside should work with Kairos Inside to get Guest applications posted 
in the facility even while they cannot go in.   

ii. Kairos Outside should be finding many sources to identify and invite Guests to the program. 

http://www.mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/Alternative%20Ways%20to%20Team%20Formation%20Hours.docx
https://mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/Kairos%20FPP%20Variances%20for%20COVID-19%20Time.pdf
https://mykairos.org/docs/kpmi/Kairos%20FPP%20Variances%20for%20COVID-19%20Time.pdf

